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othing can be more impor-
tant in a free society than
the clear statement of goals
for education.”1 so wrote
Millicent Mcintosh in the

first sentence of her booklet Education
for What?

The Crucial Role of Education
“education for What?” is directly

related to the question of “Why have
adventist schools?” and certainly, we
as adventist educators can and should
paraphrase dr. Mcintosh to read
“nothing can be more important in an
Adventist society than the clear state-
ment of goals for education.”2

ellen White would certainly agree

with that statement. in Counsels to
Teachers, she wrote that “by a miscon-
ception of the true nature and object
of education, many have been led into
serious and even fatal errors.” and
here she means fatal not merely for
this earth but eternally fatal. ellen
White goes on to note that “such a
mistake is made when the regulation
of the heart or the establishment of
principles is neglected in the effort to
secure intellectual culture, or when
eternal interests are overlooked in the
eager desire for temporal advantage.”3

again, she wrote, “the necessity of
establishing christian schools is urged
upon me very strongly. in the schools
of to-day many things are taught that
are a hindrance rather than a blessing.
schools are needed where the word of

God is made the basis of education.
satan is the great enemy of God, and
it is his constant aim to lead souls
away from their allegiance to the King
of heaven. he would have minds so
trained that men and women will
exert their influence on the side of
error and moral corruption instead of
using their talents in the service of
God. his object is effectually gained,
when by perverting their ideas of edu-
cation, he succeeds in enlisting par-
ents and teachers on his side; for a
wrong education often starts the mind
on the road to infidelity.”4

from ellen White’s perspective, dr.
Mcintosh was absolutely correct when
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she highlighted the fact that nothing is
more important “than the clear state-
ment of goals for education.” secular-
ists around the world down through
history have also been in agreement.
as a result, George s. counts has writ-
ten that “to shape educational policy is
to guard the path that leads from the
present to the future. . . . Throughout
the centuries since special educational
agencies were first established, the
strategic position of the school has
been appreciated by kings, emperors,
and popes, by rebels, reformers, and
prophets. hence, among those oppos-
ing forces found in all complex soci-
eties, a struggle for the control of the
school is always evident. every group
or sect endeavors to pass on to its own
children and to the children of others
that culture which it happens to es-
teem; and every privileged class seeks
to perpetuate its favored position in so-
ciety by means of education.”5

in another connection, counts ob-
served in discussing the challenge of
soviet education that the failure of
revolutions has been a record of the
failure to bring education into the
service of the revolutionary cause.
revolutionary bodies will possess no
more permanence, he pointed out,
than the small bands of idealists who
conceived them if the children of the
next generation cannot be persuaded
to leave the footsteps of their parents.
as a result, the history of the soviets,
Germany’s nazi Party, and other suc-
cessful revolutionary movements has
demonstrated that one of the first
measures taken by revolutionary gov-
ernments is to place all educational
agencies under the direct control of
the state and to give the schools a cen-
tral hand in building the new society.6

The same might also be said of the
heirs of democratic revolutions or even
of religious movements. Thus, we find
the rise of vernacular education as an
integral part of the lutheran reforma-
tion. after all, individuals needed to be
able to read the all-important Bible for
themselves if they were to maintain
their faith independent of an influen-
tial priesthood. in a similar vein, one

of the first moves of the Puritans after
their arrival in the wilderness of north
america was to found harvard college
in 1636. They realized that their mis-
sion was doomed without both civil
and religious leaders educated in bibli-
cal principles.

early adventists were inspired by
similar insights. Thus, it was no acci-
dent that ellen White framed her edu-
cational thought within the context of
the great controversy struggle between
christ and satan and their respective
principles. The greatest of all the
world’s culture wars is for the minds
and hearts of the coming generations.
and the epicenter of the struggle is for
the control of schooling; control of the
institution that has so much to do
with shaping minds and hearts, goals
and aspirations, values, and direction.

and at this point, i should note
that biblical christianity is in a very
real sense a revolutionary movement.
But as such, it is not out to control the
kingdoms of this world but to put an
end to the current confusion and
usher in the fullness of christ’s king-
dom at his second advent. in that
sense, christianity in general and ad-
ventism in particular is a revolutionary
force of the first order.7 Thus, the im-
portance of a clear understanding of
the goals of adventist education; of
the questions of “Why have adventist
schools?” and “education for What?”
That thought leads us to the discus-
sion of the aims and goals of adventist
education, the identity of adventist
education.

Aspect No. 1 of Adventist 
Educational Identity—the General

certainly, one aim of adventist ed-
ucation is the development of young
people intellectually, socially, and pro-
fessionally. ellen White, for one, was
clear on those goals. as a result, she
wrote in 1891 that “it is right that you
should feel that you must climb to the
highest round of the educational lad-
der. Philosophy and history are impor-
tant studies.”8

and in the face of misunderstand-
ings of her counsel on “speedy prepa-
ration,” ellen White penned that “no
movement should be made to lower
the standard of education in our
school at Battle creek. The students
should tax the mental powers; every
faculty should reach the highest possi-
ble development.”9 and regarding Bat-
tle creek college as an institution, she
urged the school to “reach a higher
standard of intellectual and moral cul-
ture than any other institution of the
kind in our land.”10 she had no doubt
on the importance of “the highest cul-
ture of the mind” and the fact that ig-
norance was not a christian virtue.11

similar statements can be found in
ellen White’s writings on the necessity
of preparing students for the world of
work. and she did not merely mean
work with a person’s hands as he or
she prepared for careers in agriculture
or the trades. To the contrary, she
urged the upgrading of adventist edu-
cation to prepare individuals for the
professions. Thus, she recommended
that the education to be given at the
fledgling institution at loma linda
should be of “the highest order” and
that the youth studying there were to
be given “a medical education that
will enable them to pass the examina-
tions required by law.”12 That meant
that adventist colleges and secondary
schools must also aim at preparing
students to meet the legal standards.13

and what she noted about the medical
field extends to the other professions.

There is not the slightest doubt that
ellen White held that adventist
schools should prepare young people
to succeed in this earthly life by devel-
oping them mentally, socially, physi-
cally, and vocationally. Those areas of
education are an essential part of the
identity of seventh-day adventist
schooling.

But if we only accomplish those
goals, there is really no need for ad-
ventist schools. after all, those are the
aims of the public schools, and they
often do an excellent job of preparing
people academically, socially, physi-
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cally, and vocationally. if those are the
only goals we achieve or even aim at
as seventh-day adventist educators,
we might as well save our money and
put it to a better use. That conclusion
brings us to the second aspect of ad-
ventist educational identity.

Aspect No. 2 of Adventist 
Educational Identity—the Spiritual

The book Education in its first
chapter sets forth what is in many
ways the heart of adventist education.
in the first paragraph, we read that
“our ideas of education take too nar-
row and too low a range.” such is true
when we as adventist educators aim
only or primarily at the tasks that
form the goals of secular or public ed-
ucation.

“There is,” we read on, “need of a
broader scope, a higher aim. True edu-
cation means more than the pursual of
a certain course of study. it means
more than a preparation for the life
that now is. it has to do with the
whole being, and with the whole pe-
riod of existence possible to man. it is
the harmonious development of the
physical, the mental, and the spiritual
powers. it prepares the student for
the joy of service in this world and for
the higher joy of wider service in the
world to come.”14

There are several key words in that
paragraph. The first centers on “true”
education, which transcends the goals
of secular education. True education
also has a “higher aim” than merely
preparing people to be good and pro-
ductive citizens of chile, Korea, Ger-
many, nigeria, or the united states.

The second key word is whole, a
word she uses with two dimensions.
first, adventist education must em-
phasize the “whole” or entire period
of human existence. Thus, it is not
merely focused on helping students
learn how to earn a living or on be-
coming cultured by the standards of
the present world. Those aims may be
worthy and important, but they are

though it is, the greatest joy and the
highest education are in service. and
in the future state, untrammeled by
the limitations of sinful humanity, it is
in service that our greatest joy and our
highest education will be found.”16

That emphasis on service should
come as no surprise to any reader of
the Bible. Jesus more than once told
his disciples that the very essence of
christian character was love for and
service to others. such characteristics,
of course, are not natural human
traits. “normal” people are more con-
cerned with their own needs and
being served than they are in a life of
service to others. The christian alter-
native outlook and set of values does
not come about naturally. rather, the
Bible speaks of it as a transformation
of the mind and heart (romans 12:2).
and Paul appeals to us to let christ’s
mind be our mind, pointing out that
even though christ was God, he came
as a servant (Philippians 2:5-7).

if the first page in the book Educa-
tion makes room for adventist educa-
tion in the pedagogical world by ad -
ding in “the spiritual” and preparing
for the “whole” period of human exis-
tence, it is the book’s second page that
begins to move beyond generalities
and to focus on what she meant by
those ideas.

specifically, ellen White points out
that if educators really want to under-
stand the primary purpose of educa-
tion, they need to understand four
things. as she puts it, “in order to un-
derstand what is comprehended in the
work of education, we need to con-
sider both [1] the nature of man and
[2] the purpose of God in creating
him. We need to consider also [3] the
change in man’s condition through the
coming in of a knowledge of evil, and
[4] God’s plan for still fulfilling his
glorious purpose in the education of
the human race.”17

she fleshes out the core of her phi-
losophy of education by refining those
four points in the next few para-
graphs. first, in reflecting upon

not sufficient. The realm of eternity
and preparation for it must also come
under the purview of any adventist
education worthy of church support. 

on the other hand, some pious but
misdirected individuals might be
tempted to make heaven the focus of
education while neglecting the present
realm and preparation for the world of
work and participation in human soci-
ety. ellen White asserted that neither
extreme is correct. rather, preparation
for both the earthly and the eternal
worlds must be included in adventist
education and placed in proper rela-
tionship to each other. The book Fun-
damentals of Christian Education
catches that balance when it high-
lights the fact that while students
should aim at the “highest round of
the educational ladder” intellectually,
“unless the knowledge of science is a
steppingstone to the attainment of the
highest purposes, it is worthless. The
education that does not furnish
knowledge as enduring as eternity, is
of no purpose.”15

The second aspect of wholeness in
the book Education’s opening para-
graph is the imperative to develop the
entire person. secular education
leaves out the spiritual aspect. But ad-
ventist education must aim at develop-
ing all aspects of human beings, in-
cluding the spiritual as well as the
intellectual, the physical, the social,
and the vocational. in short, the goal
of adventist education is to develop
whole persons for the whole period of
existence open to them in both this
world and the world to come. in that
sense, it transcends the possibilities of
secular education, as well as many
forms of christian education, and, un-
fortunately, even some so-called ad-
ventist education.

one other key word in Education’s
opening paragraph is service (“the joy
of service in this world and . . . the
higher joy of wider service in the
world to come”). it should be noted
that the centrality of service is not
only featured in the book’s first page,
but also on the last, which points out:
“in our life here, earthly, sin-restricted
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life as the scene of a microcosmic
great controversy between good and
evil, and every human being as having
not only “a desire for goodness” but
also a “bent to evil.” Building upon
her earlier insight that God’s image is
not totally obliterated in fallen human-
ity, she notes that every human being
“receives some ray of divine light. not
only intellectual but spiritual power, a
perception of right, a desire for good-
ness, exists in every heart. But against
these principles there is struggling an
antagonistic power.” as the heritage of
the edenic fall, there is within each
person’s nature an evil force which
“unaided, he cannot resist. To with-
stand this force, to attain that ideal
which in his inmost soul he accepts as
alone worthy, he can find help in but
one power. That power is christ. co-
operation with that power is man’s
greatest need. in all educational effort
should not this co-operation be the
highest aim?”19

on the next page, she develops this
point a bit more, writing that “in the
highest sense the work of education
and the work of redemption are one,
for in education, as in redemption,
‘other foundation can no man lay than
that is laid, which is christ Jesus.’ . . .
To aid the student in comprehending
these principles, and in entering into
that relation with christ which will
make them a controlling power in the
life, should be the teacher’s first effort
and his constant aim. The teacher
who accepts this aim is in truth a co-
worker with christ, a laborer together
with God.”20 although she had no for-
mal training as a philosopher, ellen
White hit the pivot point of educa-
tional philosophy when she placed the
human problem of sin at the very cen-
ter of the educational enterprise.

The redemptive role of education
has many implications for the advent -
ist school. not only must the school in-
troduce its students to Jesus, but also it
must endeavor to get them to follow
him in their daily lives as they interact
with others in their community.

The redemptive role of adventist
education also transforms the role of

human nature, she emphasizes that
adam was created in the image of
God—physically, mentally, and spiritu-
ally. second, she highlights the pur-
pose of God in creating human beings
as one of their constant growth so that
they would ever “more fully reflect the
glory of the creator.” To that end, God
endowed human beings with capaci-
ties that were capable of almost infi-
nite development.

“But,” thirdly, she notes in dis-
cussing the entrance of sin, “by dis-
obedience this was forfeited. Through
sin the divine likeness was marred,
and well-nigh obliterated. Man’s phys-
ical powers were weakened, his men-
tal capacity was lessened, his spiritual
vision dimmed.”

While those three points are foun-
dational to ellen White’s philosophy
of education, it is her fourth and last

point that is absolutely crucial and
that fully expresses the primary pur-
pose of education. she writes that,
in spite of its rebellion and fall,
“the race was not left without hope.
By infinite love and mercy the plan
of salvation had been devised, and
a life of probation was granted. To
restore in man the image of his
Maker, to bring him back to the per-
fection in which he was created, to
promote the development of body,
mind, and soul, that the divine pur-
pose in his creation might be real-
ized—this was to be the work of re-
demption. This is the object of
education, the great object of life.”18

ellen White returns to that theme
in the fourth chapter of Education,
where she describes each person’s

Ellen White describes each 
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the teacher from one who transmits
information and skills to one who is
essentially a minister or pastor to his
or her students. from a christian per-
spective, it is of interest that the new
Testament does not differentiate be-
tween the roles of pastors and teach-
ers. rather, it pictures them as a uni-
fied calling. Thus, in ephesians 4:11,
Paul writes that “some should be
apostles, some prophets, some evan-
gelists, some pastors and teachers”
(rsv) .21 The apostle in that passage
uses a Greek construction that indi-
cates that the same person holds the
combined office of pastor and teacher.
it is true that in today’s job market,
the role of pastor has been separated
from that of teacher, but it is a fact
that every pastor must be “an apt
teacher” (1 Timothy 3:2, rsv), and
every teacher is a pastor to his or her
students in ministering to them day
after day in the classroom. That con-
clusion, it should be noted, has mas-
sive implications for adventist educa-
tional administrators as they select
new teachers in the hiring process.
suddenly, we realize that academic
qualifications are not the only ones
that are important. in fact, academic
qualifications must take second place
to the spiritual aspects of a teacher’s
life if adventist schools are to accom-
plish their most important purpose.
after all, if we are successful in cram-
ming students’ heads full of knowl-
edge and preparing them for the world
of work but fail in giving them a gen-
uine opportunity to accept christ and
walk with him, we have not failed
partially but totally.

Teaching young people is not only
a pastoral function but also one of the
most effective forms of ministry, since
it reaches the entire population while
at its most impressionable age. re-
former Martin luther recognized that
fact when he wrote that “if i had to
give up preaching and my other du-
ties, there is no office i would rather
have than that of school-teacher. for i
know that next to the [pastoral] min-

istry it is the most useful, greatest,
and best; and i am not sure which of
the two is to be preferred. for it is
hard to make old dogs docile and old
rogues pious, yet that is what the min-
istry works at, and must work at, in
great part, in vain; but young trees . . .
are more easily bent and trained.
Therefore let it be considered one of
the highest virtues on earth faithfully
to train the children of others, which
duty but very few parents attend to
themselves.”22 The clearest and fullest
integration of the gift of teacher-pastor
appeared in the ministry of christ.
one of the terms by which people
most addressed him was “Master.”
The actual meaning of the Greek word
is “Teacher.” 

The spiritual and redemptive aspect
of adventist educational identity will
also make a major impact on the
school’s curriculum; especially in
terms of the centrality of the Bible and

its worldview. according to ellen
White, “the science of redemption is
the science of all sciences,” and the
Bible is “the Book of books.”23 only
an understanding of that “science”
and that “Book” makes everything
else meaningful in the fullest sense.
viewed in the light of “the grand cen-
tral thought” of the Bible, ellen White
points out, “every topic has a new sig-
nificance.”24 every student, she noted
in another connection, should gain a
knowledge of the Bible’s “grand cen-
tral theme, of God’s original purpose
for the world, of the rise of the great
controversy, and of the work of re-
demption. he should understand the
nature of the two principles that are
contending for supremacy, and should
learn to trace their working through
the records of history and prophecy, to
the great consummation. he should

Reformer Martin Luther wrote that “if I had to give up preaching
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see how this controversy enters into
every phase of human experience;
how in every act of life he himself re-
veals the one or the other of the two
antagonistic motives; and how,
whether he will or not, he is even now
deciding upon which side of the con-
troversy he will be found.”25

in such passages as those cited
above, ellen White not only highlights
the all-important place of the Bible in
the adventist curriculum, but also sets
the stage for what we have come to
think of as the integration of faith and
learning—a topic that has seen mas-
sive emphasis in adventism in the
past three decades through the efforts
of George akers and humberto rasi.

We could go on and on about the
implications of the redemptive or spir-
itual aspect for adventist educational
identity, but, to put it briefly, the im-
plications of the spiritual must shape
and reshape every part of the school
program, including our practice of the
so-called extracurricular and social
parts of the school program.

But, for the sake of argument, let
us say that a particular adventist
school did provide the highest intellec-
tual and vocational education, that it
did introduce young people to Jesus as
lord and savior, that it did place the
Bible at the center of education, that it
did integrate every academic field and
every school activity into the biblical
worldview. still, i would argue, it has
fallen short if that is all it has accom-
plished. after all, those are functions
that every evangelical christian school
should be accomplishing. and if we
only manage to accomplish what
other christian schools are already
doing, then there is no pressing justifi-
cation for duplicating their activities in
yet one more christian school.

That conclusion brings me to the
third aspect of adventist educational
identity.

Aspect No. 3 of Adventist 
Educational Identity—The Apocalyptic

The third aspect of adventist edu-
cational identity relates to its grasp of
the denomination’s apocalyptic under-

standing and the implications of that
understanding for worldwide mission
and the second advent. here we need
to remember that seventh-day adven-
tism has never seen itself as merely
another denomination. rather, from
its very inception, it has viewed itself
as a movement of prophecy with a
mission to all the world.

That apocalyptic/missiological un-
derstanding is based on certain pas-
sages in the heart of the biblical books
of daniel and revelation. especially
important in that understanding are
the following:

• revelation 10 with its portrayal of
the bitter disappointment after the
Book of daniel had been unsealed.
Particularly important in revelation 10
is verse 11, with its prediction that the
disappointed ones would preach a
message of prophecy again to “‘many
peoples and nations and tongues and
kings’” (rsv).

• revelation 11:19 with its portrayal
of the opening of the Most holy Place
at the end of time and the revealing of
the ark of the covenant.

• revelation 12:17 with its exposi-
tion of the contents of the ark of the
covenant to the world at the end of
time and especially the fact that God
would have a commandment-keeping
people at the end of earth’s history.

• and especially revelation 14:6-
12, with its highlighting of the preach-
ing of the three angels immediately
preceding the second advent in verses
14–20. here the early adventists found
a worldwide commission to preach a
special message “to every nation and
tribe and tongue and people” (rsv).
included in that message were admo-
nitions regarding the presentation of
the full gospel message, the time of
the judgment, the need to worship the
creator-God of the sabbath, and once
again the fact that at the end of time
God would have a people who keep
all his commandments.

revelation 14 with its command to

preach its message to the entire world
has become central to adventist self-
understanding. early seventh-day ad-
ventists began to think of themselves as
the people preaching the three angels’
messages. and rightly so. of the five
great gospel commissions in the new
Testament, the ones in Matthew 28:19,
20; Matthew 24:14; and acts 1:8 have
been accepted by the church in general.
But the ones in revelation 10:11 and
14:6 have been largely neglected by all
but seventh-day adventists.

adventism’s unique task became to
preach God’s end-time apocalyptic
message to all the world. That under-
standing has led generations of ad -
ventist young people to give their lives
in obscure mission fields and has
prompted older church members to
sacrifice not only the nearness of their
children but also their financial means
to fulfill the prophetic imperative in
the apocalypse of John.

adventism at its best and healthiest
has linked its apocalyptic mission with
education.26 it is no accident that the
establishment of its first college and
the sending of its first official foreign
missionary both took place in 1874.
and it is no accident that the needs of
the apocalyptic mission to every na-
tion and people and tongue that fueled
the rise of adventist education in the
1870s also led to the virtual explosion
in the denomination’s schooling in the
1890s. The statistics are informative.
While the denomination had two
schools in 1880 and 16 in 1890, it rap-
idly expanded to 245 in 1900, more
than 600 in 1910, and 2,178 by 1930.27

What is important here is that the
growth in adventist mission shows ex-
actly the same growth curve as that
for education. The year 1880 found
eight missions outside of north amer-
ica with five evangelistic workers. Ten
years later, there were still eight mis-
sions with some 56 workers. But by
1900, the number of missions had
risen to 42 and the number of workers
to 481. as with education, we are
looking at a growth curve that goes
nearly straight up beginning in the
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1890s. The year 1930 found adven-
tism with 270 missions being operated
by 8,479 evangelistic workers outside
of north america.

Both the birth and the expansion of
seventh-day adventist education were
stimulated by the explosive fuel of
apocalyptic mission as the denomina-
tion sought to educate the coming
generation of young people not only
about that apocalyptic mission but
also to dedicate their lives to it.

Thus, the health of adventist edu-
cation has been historically tied to a
self-conscious realization of apocalyp-
tic mission. it is the apocalyptic vision
that has made adventism a dynamic,
worldwide movement. When that vi-
sion is lost, adventism will become
merely another toothless denomina-
tion. The losing of the apocalyptic
vision and adventism’s place in
prophetic history is the greatest threat
that adventism and its educational
system face in the 21st century.28

When that apocalyptic understand-
ing has been lost sight of, it is not sur-
prising to find increasing numbers of
parents sending their children to other
christian schools or even to public in-
stitutions.29 adventist education that
has lost the apocalyptic vision is no
longer truly adventist. And Adventist
education is important only if it is
truly Adventist. if it’s not, it might be
seen as an alternative to other systems
of education, but not necessarily an
important one, and certainly not one
worthy of much financial sacrifice.

Conclusion
“education for What?” “Why have

adventist schools?” The short answer
is that at their best, they are unique
institutions that fill a special place in
the great end-time controversy be-
tween christ and satan. as such,

• they not only prepare students for
life in this world academically, voca-
tionally, and socially;

• they not only introduce young
people to Jesus as lord and savior
and help them understand the Bible

and its implications for all knowledge
and life;

• but they also inspire the coming
generation with an understanding of
God’s end-time apocalyptic vision that
leads them to dedicate their lives to
that vision and the advent of their lord.

adventist educational identity and
mission are healthy only when all three
of those factors are evident and in
proper relationship. neglect one of
them, and the system and its institutions
are less than adventist education. 
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